Only the Best, All the Time.
Only the Best, All the Time.

Crown provides its customers with only one grade of battery — the very best. Crown has never manufactured a second grade or lesser brand of battery like some of our competitors. We take pride in making every component, every step of our manufacturing process, the very finest it can be. That takes a unique dedication to excellence.

Crown Battery Mfg. Co. is surprising its customers and its competitors alike with not only Crown’s quality, but with Crown’s measured and managed balance of automatic processes and precision craftsmanship.

Attitude — that’s what sets Crown apart!

We will manufacture only the finest batteries! We will go anywhere around the world! We will do whatever it takes to get your business!

It’s Simple - Crown Batteries WORK!

Take Advantage of Crown Difference

Crown Battery is the only company to utilize total POSIWRAP™ PROTECTION, the most insulated industrial batteries available on the market.

POSIWRAP™ PROTECTION includes:

- **Positive Grid**: Thirteen vertical wires are cast from premium antimonial alloy and designed to withstand the rigors of deep cycling and maximum current capabilities. Offset internal wires are designed for less internal resistance and maximum active material retention.

- **Active Material**: Manufactured with premium lead oxide from our own oxide mill to exact specifications using the latest state-of-the-art equipment, applied uniformly and cured under atmospherically computer controlled conditions to assure optimum chemical conversion.

- **Vertical Slyver-clad Mat**: Wrapped vertically around the positive plate, the fiberglass strands become embedded into the plate surface for active material retention, reducing shedding and prolonging service life.

- **Koroseal Retainer Mat**: Perforated envelope that is tightly wrapped around the two glass mats to form a binder while insulating against mossing and shorting.
There is a Difference
Proven & Tested Technology That Works

What this means for you:

- More powerful and longer life
- Less lead exposed to acid
- Holds active material the longest
- Reduced internal resistance

Negative Edge Protection:
Used to ensure against shorts from the negative plate to the positive cell strap.
(Used on 85 AH and 125 AH models)

Horizontal Glass Mat:
Wrapped horizontally across the positive plate side to side, it supplies a secondary layer of active material retention, and breaks up oxygen gas bubbles produced at the surface of the positive plate.

Sleeve Separator:
A high porosity, sleeved separator insulates the plates from one another and eliminates missing or misaligned separators. This greatly reduces shorts caused by missing. Acid circulation is also improved.

Only the Best, All the Time.

Finishing Line

CROWN BATTERY
SINCE 1926
Take ADVANTAGE of our CROWN “Express” Battery Supply

With hundreds of industrial batteries in inventory, Crown Battery offers today’s most popular sizes for new or used equipment.

Our national network of Triple Crown-certified sales and service centers is ready to respond quickly to your requirements for both batteries and chargers.

In addition to our superior line of industrial batteries, Crown Battery offers a complete line of:

- Battery Chargers (including our Signature Series)
- Automatic Watering Systems
- Maintenance-Free Industrial Batteries (including our new line of Embassy Products)
- Battery Change-Out Systems
- Battery Room Design Services
- EPA-Approved Recycling Programs

Distributed By:

OTHER CROWN PRODUCT LINES:
- Sweeper / Scrubber
- Commercial
- Marine
- Golf Car, Lawn & Garden
- Automotive
- Sealed Batteries

11 Factory Locations:

- Beecher, IL 800.969.4240
- Birmingham, AL 205.744.8484
- Chicago, IL 800.570.8060
- Cleveland, OH 800.487.8946
- Columbus, OH 800.487.2657
- Detroit, MI 810.758.0070
- Fremont, OH 800.487.2879
- Pittsburgh, PA 888.487.1121
- Toledo, OH 419.478.2621
- Toronto, ON 800.267.3822
- Waterbury, CT 800.952.0109

Plus

Over 100 Independent Industrial Sales & Service Centers

CROWN BATTERY

Crown Battery Manufacturing Co.
1445 Majestic Drive P.O. Box 980
Fremont, Ohio 43420-0980
419-334-7181 FAX 419-334-7124
www.crownbattery.com